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August 14, 2014

To : the Los Angeles Rules,Elections & InterGovernmental Relations Committee and to City Council Members:

Re: Council File No. 14-002-S85

Resolution: "Applauding Israel's Actions in War on Gaza" or calendared as "Denounces the Use of Human

Shields by Hamas in violation of International Human Rights Law"

Calendared for August 15, 2014

9:00 AM August 15, 2014: Rules, Elections and InterGovernmental Relations Committee

10:00 AM August 15, 2014: Full City Council

Dear Herb J. Wesson, Jr., Chair and President of the Los Angeles City Council, and to

Members of the City Council:

We must bring to the council's attention that the "Whereas clauses" and the "Resolve" to

this Resolution are nothing but the self-serving "talking points" of Israel and its public relations

spokespeople to draw attention away from Israeli forces carrying out attacks that have killed two

thousand civilians; attacks that have been condemned by most of the civilized world and

characterized as "war crimes" by various independent bodies. For example, Israel often uses

artillery which cannot be "precisely targeted" on the very densely populated residential areas, all

in violation of International Humanitarian law. See Appendix for a list of the war crimes and crimes

against humanity committed by Israel.

It is no secret that Congressional resolutions supporting Israel are drafted by the

American Israel Public Affairs Committee (the "AIPAC"), a strong Pro Israel lobby. It is not a

secret that there is no policy that Israel promotes that does not then become the policy of AIPAC.

We should assume that the original draft for H.Con.Res 107 was prepared by AIPAC and then put

forward by congressional members. The "persuasive" talking points, the "WHEREAS CLAUSES"

of the Los Angeles Resolution, have been taken from these Israeli talking points.' Respected

Human Rights organizations have issued reports and findings that have challenged the Israeli

1 As is known, the legislative analyst does not verify the validity of the "persuasive" statements of resolutions, the
"Whereas" clauses. This letter shows that Israel's claims that Hamas uses civilians as human shields is false. But,
of course, when that takes place, it is a violation of international humanitarian law. International bodies reviewing
evidence have concluded that it is Israel that has used Palestinians as "human shields."



talking points. The United Nations Council has just established a commission of inquiry to
investigate violations of international law by all parties to the current conflict.

If the City Council feels it must take a position on this conflict, then it would only be fair to
the people of Los Angeles to await that UN report. These Israeli propaganda points are not facts
upon which a City Council should be persuaded to adopt a position on matters of such complex
international importance and for which further study is warranted.

Israeli forces have directly attacked thousands of homes, as well as medical facilities and
non-military governmental facilities across Gaza. And, we should all be aware that although the
United Nations notified the Israeli army of the exact coordinates of its safe places for Gazan
refugees, that many of such UN refugee centers have been attacked by the Israeli Military. As
Amnesty International (the "Amnesty") states, "Israel appears to consider the homes of people
associated with Hamas to be legitimate military targets, a stance that does not conform to
international humanitarian law."2 It is common knowledge that Hamas is a political party, with a
military wing. Its political party has been successful in elections and a significant percentage of
its civilian population voted for Hamas and becoming the "associates" targeted for killing.

Moreover, Amnesty lays out that, "although the Israeli authorities claim to be warning
civilians in Gaza, a consistent pattern has emerged that their actions do not constitute an
"effective warning" under international humanitarian law. Israeli attacks have also caused mass
displacement of Palestinian civilians within the Gaza Strip."

This Resolution claims that Hamas uses civilians as human shields but Amnesty's
investigation shows that it "does not have evidence at this point that Palestinian civilians have
been intentionally used by Hamas or Palestinian armed groups during the current hostilities to
`shield' specific locations or military personnel or equipment from Israeli attacks." Indeed, as a
result of Israel's actions in the Gaza Strip, that small area of over crowed land is now the world's
largest open air prison and, in point of fact, the civilian population there has no realistic chance of
escaping a massive aerial bombardment such as Israel has unleashed.

Historically and contrary to the propaganda of the Israeli government and Israel Lobby,
there have been numerous documented cases of Israeli armed forces using Palestinian civilians
as human shields. Following the war on Gaza in December 2008-January 2009, the United Nations
formed a commission to investigate and report on violations of international humanitarian laws
including the use of civilians as human shields. After months of investigation, the commission
documented several cases of the Israeli army using Palestinian civilians as human shields. They
were "captured by the Israeli armed forces while they were in their homes, in some cases together
with their families, and were then forced at gunpoint to search houses together with the Israeli
armed forces." This practice obviously violated "several provisions of international humanitarian
law [which] prohibit the practice of using civilian men captured by the armed forces to search
2 All references to Amnesty are found in the July 28,2014 Amnesty International "Israel/Gaza conflict: Questionsand Answers"
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houses in which the invading army suspects the risk of ambushes or booby traps." "This practice
constitutes the use of involuntary human shields and is a violation of article 28 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention." See Report of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict,
UNITED NATIONS, General Assembly, A/HRC/12/48, 25 September 2009, HUMAN RIGHTS
COUNCIL, Twelfth session, Agenda item 7, pp. 218-232)

Since the Resolution references violations of International Human Rights Law, it is only
appropriate to familiarize the committee and the council with the war crimes and crimes against
humanity committed by Israel as defined in the Rome Statute for the ICC. We are attaching an
Appendix to this letter which describes just some of the Israeli crimes. The descriptions can be
found in Jurist Forum of August 8, 2014 and is the research prepared by Marjorie Cohn, Professor
of Law of the Thomas Jefferson School of law.

Conclusion

Even from the standpoint of the Resolution presenters, there is no legitimate purpose
advanced by this Resolution/ legislation. The House resolution has already passed, and the
Senate is pending but it is well known that it too will ignore the factual misrepresentations of the
of its resolution. And, most important, the Resolve paragraph's claim that Hamas uses civilians as
human shields is totally debunked by recognized independent investigative sources. There is no
validity to this assertion. It is false. The presenters do a disservice to this council and to the
residents of this City in seeking its passage and in their attempt to irrevocably bind the city and
the council to positions that are false. We urge the council to withhold its support for this
Resolution. 3

Respectfully,

James Lafferty

Executive Director, National Lawyers Guild- Los Angeles

3 We ask the committee and the council to consider the philosophy of the role of municipalities that anchors City
Council Rule 91 which philosphy we believe should result in the withdrawal of this Resolution.
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APPENDIX'

Here is a summary of the crimes, as defined in the Rome Statute, Israeli leaders have committed.

War crimes

(1) Willful killing: Israeli forces have killed nearly 2,000 Palestinians (more than 400 children and
over 80% civilians). Israel used 155-millimeter artillery, which, according to Human Rights Watch,
is "utterly inappropriate in a densely populated area, because this kind of artillery is considered
accurate if it lands anyplace within a 50-meter radius."

(2) Willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health: Nearly 10,000 people,
2,500 of them children, have been wounded. Naban Abu Shaar told the Daily Beast that the dead
bodies from what appeared to be a "mass execution" in Khuza'a looked like they were "melted" and
were piled on top of each other; assault rifle bullet casings found in the house were marked "IMI"
(Israel Military Industries). UNICEF said the Israeli offensive has had a "catastrophic and tragic
impact" on children in Gaza; about 373,000 children have had traumatic experiences and need
psychological help. The UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) said:
"There's a public health catastrophe going on. You know, most of the medical facilities in Gaza are
non-operational."

(3) Unlawful and wanton, extensive destruction and appropriation of property not justified by
military necessity: Tens of thousands of Palestinians have lost their homes. More than 1,300
buildings were destroyed and 752 were severely damaged. Damage to sewer and water infrastructure
has affected two-thirds of Gazans. On July 20, Israeli forces virtually flattened the small town of
Khuza'a; one man counted 360 shell attacks in one hour. Reconstruction of Gaza is estimated to cost
$6 billion. Israel shrunk Gaza's habitable land mass by 44 percent, establishing a 3 km "no-go" zone
for Palestinians; 147 square miles of land will be compressed into 82 square miles. Oxfam described

1See Professor Marjorie Cohn's Professor of Law of the Thomas Jefferson School of Law and Juris Contributing
Editor August 8,2014 presentation in Juris Forum .
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the level of destruction as "outrageous ... much worse than anything we have seen in previous
[Israeli] military operations."

(4) Willfully depriving a prisoner of war or a civilian the rights of fair and regular trial: Nearly
2,000 Palestinians were arrested by Israeli forces during July 2014, according to the Palestinian
Prisoners Center for Studies. Prisoners include 15 members of the Palestinian Legislative Council,
about 240 children, dozens of women, journalists, activists, academics and 62 former prisoners
previously released in a prisoner exchange. Israeli forces executed many prisoners after arrest, either
by directly firing on them, refusing to allow treatment or allowing them to bleed to death. More than
445 prisoners are being held without charge or trial under administrative detention.

(5) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population, civilian objects, or
humanitarian vehicles, installations and personnel: "The civilian population in the Gaza Strip is
under direct attack," reads a joint declaration of over 150 international law experts. Israeli forces
violated the principle of "distinction," which forbids deliberate attacks on civilians or civilian objects.
Israeli forces bombed 142 schools (89 run by the UN), including six UN schools in which civilians
were taking refuge. Israeli forces shot and killed fleeing civilians (warnings, which must effectively
give civilians time to flee before bombing, do not relieve Israel from its legal obligations not to target
civilians). Israeli forces repeatedly bombed Gaza's only power plant and other infrastructure, which
are "beyond repair." Israeli forces bombed one-third of Gaza's hospitals, 14 primary healthcare
clinics and 29 ambulances. At least five medical staff were killed and tens of others were injured.

(6) Intentionally launching attacks with knowledge they will cause incidental loss of life or
injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects or long-term severe damage to the natural
environment, if they are clearly excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage: The
principle of "proportionality" forbids disproportionate and excessive civilian casualties compared to
the claimed military advantage gained in the attack. The Dahiye Doctrine directly violates this
principle. Responding to Hamas' rockets with 155-millimeter artillery is disproportionate. Although
nearly 2,000 Palestinians (over 80 percent civilians) have been killed, 67 Israelis (all but three of
them soldiers) have been killed. The coordinates of all UN facilities were repeatedly communicated
to the Israeli forces; they nevertheless bombed them multiple times. Civilians were attacked in
Shuja'iyyah market.

(7) Attacking or bombarding undefended towns, villages, dwellings or buildings, or
intentionally attacking religious, educational and medical buildings, which are not military
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objectives: On July 20, Israeli forces virtually flattened the small town of Khuza'a; one man counted
360 shell attacks in one hour. Israeli forces bombed 142 schools (89 run by the UN), one-third of
Gaza's hospitals, 14 primary healthcare clinics, and 29 ambulances. Israeli shelling completely
destroyed 41 mosques and partially destroyed 120 mosques.

Crimes against humanity

(A) The commission of murder as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian
population: Israeli forces relentlessly bombed Gaza for one month, killing nearly 2,000 Palestinians,
more than 80 percent of whom were civilians. Israeli forces intentionally destroyed Gaza's
infrastructure, knocking out Gaza's only power plant, and destroying homes, schools, buildings,
mosques and hospitals.

(B) Persecution against a group or collectivity based on its political, racial, national, ethnic or
religious character, as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian
population: Israeli forces killed, wounded, summarily executed, and administratively detained
Palestinians, Hamas forces and civilians alike. Israel forces intentionally destroyed the infrastructure
of Gaza, populated by Palestinians. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said: "the massive death and
destruction in Gaza have shocked and shamed the world." He added the repeated bombing of UN
shelters facilities in Gaza was "outrageous, unacceptable and unjustifiable."

(C) The crime of apartheid (inhumane acts committed in the context of an institutional regime
of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over another racial group, with
the intent to maintain that regime): Ali Hayek, head of Gaza's federation of industries representing
3,900 businesses that employ 35,000 people, said: "After 30 days of war, the economic situation has
become, like, dead. It seems the occupation intentionally destroyed these vital factories that
constitute the backbone of the society." Israel maintains an illegal barrier wall that encroaches on
Palestinian territory and builds illegal Jewish settlements on Palestinian lands. Israel keeps Gazans
caged in what many call "the world's largest open air prison." Israel controls all ingress and egress to
Gaza, limits Gazans' access to medicine, subjects Palestinians to arbitrary arrest, expropriates their
property, maintains separate areas and roads, segregated housing, different legal and educational
systems for Palestinians and Jews and prevents mixed marriages. Only Jews, not Palestinians, have
the right to return to Israel-Palestine.
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Collective punishment

Although the Rome Statute does not include the crime of collective punishment, it is considered a
grave breach of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which constitutes a war crime. Collective
punishment means punishing a civilian for an offense he or she has not personally committed; it
forbids reprisals against civilians and their property (civilian objects).

Ostensibly to rout out Hamas fighters, Israel has wreaked unprecedented devastation on the people
of Gaza, killing nearly 2,000 people (more than 80 percent of them civilians) and destroying much of
the infrastructure of Gaza. This constitutes collective punishment.

On August 5, 2014, veteran Israeli military advisor Giora Eiland advocated collective punishment of
Gaza's civilian population, saying: "In order to guarantee our interests versus the other side's
demands, we must avoid the artificial, wrong and dangerous distinction between the Hamas people,
who are 'the bad guys,' and Gaza's residents, which are allegedly 'the good guys." That is precisely
the strategy Israel has employed during Operation Protective Edge.

Israel's occupation of Palestinian lands also constitutes collective punishment. Israel maintains
effective control over Gaza's land, airspace, seaport, electricity, water, telecommunications and
population registry. Israel deprives Gazans of food, medicine, fuel and basic services.
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